Abstract-Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Assuming that the challenges of modernity and changes in the global balance of power call for a well-reasoned public policy in the sphere of international finance and the area of international monetary institutions activity, development of a new format of participation of Russian banking institutions in the sphere of international monetary and credit relations is considered to be important. This is only possible if the tasks of the banking institutions in the international sphere, goals of the international cooperation, opportunities and limitations that follow the process are well-defined [1] [2] .
The initial general assessment of Bank of Russia's contacts with the IMF, the World Bank Group, other central banks, and multilateral development banks should be given in the article. A role that Russian development banks and Russian commercial banks play in international financial relations should be defined as well [3] .
Sweeping changes in global employment and labor specialization, in the structure of economic systems, in people's vision of the capabilities of enginery, in ratio of real and financial sectors of economy, and in vision of the role of banks in economic systems were results of the technological revolution of recent decades. The behavior of all economic processes has changed; they have become less predictable and manageable. The expectations and economic behavior of economic entities have changed also; new forms of competition have emerged; economic and administrative boundaries have become more transparent. State intervention in economy has become very costly and markedly less effective. Relations between real and financial sectors of the economy have changed. Demand and supply in banking market, organizational and institutional composition of banking system and participating competitors, forms and methods of competition have changed radically [4] .
It should be pointed out that banks are pressed with functions that are irrelevant to their economic nature, in actual fact they perform government control and other functions. Whereas their new competitors -various multiservice companies, for example social networks, refuse to take on the function. Business independence is a great asset, but it remains the case that the official law enforcement authorities are actually less likely to cope with crime in the financial sector without participation of the financial market institutions.
prices, extended period of quantitative easing in monetary policy of the leading economies, slowdown in Chinese economy [5] .
The list seems to be incomplete. For example, the technological revolution provides both new opportunities and challenges. The question of what economic entity acquires the latest technologies presents not only the issue of leadership in the world economy, but also safety concern.
The global challenges of the banking sector are the following: disproportionate regulation; modification of business influenced by new technologies; parallel banking growth. Weak economic dynamics that substantially narrows down potential of banks to have high profitability; remaining access barriers to foreign financial markets; high debt load in sectors that are traditional for bank crediting; presence of weak market players; lack of long-term loans in economy as a result of underdevelopment of collective savings forms; financing of noncompetitive projects in economy and businesses of financial institution owners, are referred by the Bank of Russia to the specific challenges of the Russian financial system [6] .
II. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION OF BANKS AND BANK TECHNOLOGICAL AND GEO-FINANCIAL COMPETITION IN THE CHANGING WORLD
Banking competition, including international one, is undergoing major changes. From our point of view, the following should be considered as a headwinds of unrestricted, healthy bank competition in Russia: concentration of capital by large banks; bank number reduction; non-uniform territorial allocation of banks and their resources; local character of banking (credit, deposit, investment, clearing and settlement, currency, trust, consulting) markets.
The ambiguous fact that affiliation with a financial group or with a "family of capital" is far more important than the interest of the state for the majority of banks, influences participation of Russian banking institutions in international monetary and credit relations. Loss of national identity by modern commercial banks is an important factor that also affects character, forms and methods of competition. Many countries do not state it explicitly but choose to use protective and protectionist measures [7] .
The period of revolutionary changes in the financial markets has led to a transformation of composition of competition participants, competition groups and competition itself. It demands not only control from the Federal Anti-Monopoly Service, but also management of competition environment and of legal methods of competition. Thus, it is important to monitor attentively not only situation in the domestic banking market, but also external expansion of the banks. Controlled development of bank competition should be considered as a factor of stability, preservation and protection of national interests of the country.
The competition in the international arena becomes multilevel, multicultural, multi-confessional, discernable, in the international arena. Values and so-called behavioral factors play a special role among competition factors. Not only adaptive, but also power model has being actively developed among competitive strategies. Geo-financial competition for some time now has been taking the form of geo-financial war: sequential exclusion of a competing country and its economic entities from world financial flows and markets is evident [8] . One may state that nowadays global competition manifests itself as a geo-financial war [9] . This causes changes in global operations of the Central bank of Russia, Russian development and commercial banks, as well as multilateral development banks. Bilateral interstate cooperation is conducted with dozens of countries. It is the most active within a framework of intergovernmental commissions with the non-antagonistic countries such as China, India, Vietnam, Iran, Kazakhstan, Egypt, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia, United Arab Emirates, Cuba, Mongolia, Argentina, and Brazil.
III. COOPERATION WITH INTERNATIONAL MONETARY INSTITUTIONS
Russian banking system stability and competitiveness can be increased if it will obtain main characteristics stated below [14] . We consider that the following priority tasks should be assigned in order to overcome vulnerabilities, to respond to external challenges and to increase competitiveness of the national financial institutions. They are anti-cybercrime protection, development of a domestic full-fledged quantum cryptography system, and development of standards that will carry out implementation of the technology in cooperation with government and commercial entities. Overcoming the technological lag between commercial banks and IT, multiservice companies and digitalization of all business processes are also of great importance. Search for an appropriate way to attract and retain long-term internal resources, including Islamic [15] . Justification and conscious choice of a model of banking system regulation are required. The following should be the main priorities in modern banking system regulation: flexibility and as consequence usage of agile technologies; preventive measures; skillful usage of Big Data opportunities; protection of national economic interests. Development of computer literacy of the state, public and business agents against the background of banking "digitalization" is important. Forming a digital banking business ecosystem in Russia is essential.
V. CONCLUSION
International banking cooperation and banking competition is undergoing a period of profound transformation.
Cooperative relationships between states and banking institutions are much weaker than competitive relations.
In our opinion, to achieve the desired parameters of international cooperation and desired degree of competitiveness of Russian monetary institutions in the longterm, the following on the part of institutions that exert a great influence over its development is required:
 Transformation of the national banking system and changes in the format of participation of banking institutions in international monetary affairs require development of legal and regulatory environment.
 An economic policy in the banking sector, based on the changed balance of power in the world and new trends of technological, institutional, political development should be developed. This policy would determine quantity, attribute characteristics and composition of institutions entitled to provide banking services in domestic and foreign markets; regulators and areas of their responsibility; clarification of the nature of interaction with international and foreign monetary institutions.
 The Bank of Russia, national development banks and commercial banks should be focused on protection of national economic interests, substantiation of decisions regarding the number and composition of banking institutions.
